ANEVIA AND CANAL+ GROUP ANNOUNCE
PARTNERSHIP TO EXPAND THEIR SERVICES FOR
PROFESSIONALS
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Paris, 05 April 2016 – Anevia has announced a partnership with Canal+ Group to offer a catchup service for
hospitality and healthcare markets. Sold by CANAL PRO and offered in a variety of packages, TV programmes
can be selected à la carte to match specific businesses and clients. This partnership will allow existing clients and
all new hotels and facilities to include a replay option in their subscription for all channels in the Canal+ package
they have selected.
As part of this solution, Canal+ will install the new Flamingo model, which will source, store, protect and distribute
satellite content in each hotel or facility’s IP and/or Coax network along with a user interface (available at first
from the Hoist Group), in order to recreate the full ‘Canal+ experience’.
“We have worked with Anevia for many years now, and their technological expertise is vitally important for us”,
said Philippe Rivas, Head of Technical Distribution at Canal+. “Flamingo was an obvious choice because it brings
together all of this expertise, especially with regard to satellite reception, content protection and the deployment
of non-linear services.”
“We are very pleased that Anevia has been chosen to support Canal+ Group in launching its first replay service
for the professional market,” added Laurent Lafarge, President and CEO of Anevia. “This new partnership with
Canal+ Group opens up promising possibilities for Flamingo, not only as part of this partnership but also with
international broadcasters who want to expand their professional product ranges.”
About ANEVIA
Leader in OTT and IP software solutions for the delivery of live television and video-on-demand, Anevia was
founded in 2003 by the developers of the VLC media-player. Anevia has pioneered cloud DVR and multiscreen
solutions by providing innovative technologies which enable viewers to watch TV wherever whenever and on
every screens. Anevia software solutions are used successfully in markets such as broadcasting, tier 1 and tier 2
telecommunications, and in many private and public companies. Headquartered in France, Anevia has regional
offices in the USA and Dubai.
About CANAL PRO
CANAL PRO is the business offering of Canal+ Group for hospitality markets and public places. Because every
business has specific needs, Canal+ Group built CanalPro which can be customized to each business sector (hotels,
resorts, hospitals, nursing homes, stadiums … ) CanalPro is adapted to any existing broadcast infrastructure.
www.canalpro.fr

